Monday 13th July
Good Morning Class 5!
Well here we are, the FINAL week of School@Home! Who could ever have imagined back
in March that this is how our Summer term would finish, but we’ve nearly made it and I am
really looking forward to seeing many of you for the first time in many weeks at our meetup tomorrow. We have an hour and a half together, during which we will get the chance
to talk about our experiences of lockdown, play some games, listen to the end of our story
and of course get our report and books. Don’t worry, there won’t be any ‘teaching’!
BUT….a few more days of work before the Summer holidays please – lots of Maths this week
as we do the revision pages of the MNP workbook and I have a new short story to inspire
some final Year 5 writing.
Every Day Counts
Number 13 (unlucky for some – not for you) and odd numbers for our last week of EDC.
Maths No Problem – Revision 4
On pages 187-192 of your workbook you will find the Revision 4 section, which covers some
of the learning from the last chapters on measurement & Roman numerals. The answers are
posted on the Slides.
Maths – END OF YEAR REVISION
It’s DOUBLE maths today! Once you have finished Revision 4, please make a start on the
end-of-year revision (p.193). There are 20 pages to finish by Friday so I am suggesting 4 per
day, but you can space them out differently if you like. The answers are posted on the
Slides.
English
I was working in Red Pod on Friday and read one of my favourite short stories to the children.
It is called ‘The Rhythm of the Rain’ (by Grahame Baker-Smith) and is a beautifully illustrated
book which tells the story of the water cycle. I then set the children a creative writing
challenge which they really enjoyed and so I thought I would do the same for our class in
this final week. On Google Classroom I have uploaded the book for you to enjoy, then on
the assignment are some ideas for your writing.
Reading
I’ve uploaded a few more pages of ‘Evie & the Animals’ which will take us to within 20
pages of the end. I will read the final pages LIVE to those of you come in for the sessions
with me on Tuesday. For those of you can’t make it (or are in the Priority Pods), don’t worry,
the last pages will still be recorded and uploaded later in the week!
Have a great day!
Mr Croutear

